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Must Have

My
Wish
List
The latest and most
exclusive luxury items
for men

Montblanc Artisan
Edition Homage to
Wassily Kandinsky
As Montblanc celebrates 110 years of its pioneering spirit, it
pays tribute to one of the most influential painters and art
theorists reflecting another 20th century pioneer: Wassily
Kandinsky (1866 – 1944). The design of the Artisan Edition
Homage to Kandinsky Limited Edition 3 highlights his
pioneering approach to abstract art with the skeletonized cap
in Au750 white gold featuring the geometrical shapes in a 3D
layered effect and the curved black lines of Yellow-Red-Blue
(1925), one of his great masterpieces during his Bauhaus years.
The limitation number of just three pieces is based on the
three primary colours of the painting, masterfully recreated in
blue, yellow and red gemstones set in the white gold structure
of the fountain pen.
www.montblanc.com/en/discover/limited-editions/artisaneditions/wassily-kandinsky.html

Elevate,
Okeanos
Elevate is an integrated freestanding arrangement, which
fuses together a proprietary bonding and waterproofing
technique with contemporary design. What results is a
striking and vivid lab grade glass display vessel that has
been elevated. Uniquely beautiful and infinitely adaptable,
Elevate can be modified to accommodate a planted
terrarium or a freshwater or saltwater aquarium. The
piece offers a completely personalised and self-contained
miniature environment, which can be personalised as you
please. Bring a natural and low maintenance touch of
greenery to your home with this gorgeous piece. Elevate
is part of the UnStandard line of ready built terrariums and
aquariums by Okeanos.
www.okeanosgroup.com

Bazookah M-1
The Bazookah M-1 is the world’s first multi-function
luxurious hookah device. Where tradition meets
evolution, the Bazookah was inspired by the richness
of the Middle East and through its design it pays
homage to the original hookah. The quality of the
M-1 exemplifies in the authentic hookah flavours and
feel, offering the ease of inhalation and abundance of
exhaled vapour. The piece has been handcrafted from
anodized aluminium for the finest quality making the
M-1 an alluring masterpiece. The unmatched flavours
and cutting edge engineering make the M-1 hookah
experience impeccable.
www.bazookah.com
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TOM N.6,
Tom Ford
The Tom Ford Private Collection is an exclusive edition of sunglasses and
optical frames that offer the epitome of style for its wearers. With a range
of chic styles available, each piece has been based on eyewear that Mr Tom
Ford himself wears everyday. The stunning TOM N.6 pair is available in Rose
Gold/Brown or Black. The highest grade Japanese titanium has been selected
for use, due to its ultra lightweight and sleek look. Special photochromic
lenses darken and lighten automatically, depending on the light conditions, to
ensure the perfect amount of eye protection. The lenses are made in Japan
and offer 100% protection against UV rays.

Balthazar,
MB&F
Balthazar is a sophisticated and imposing high-precision robot
clock displaying jumping hours, retrograde seconds and a 35day power reserve. Weighing in at over eight kilograms and
standing nearly 40 centimetres tall, Balthazar is composed of 618
beautifully finished, micro-engineered components. Rotate his
torso 180 degrees and discover a terrifying Balthazar, along with
a dual hemisphere moon phase indicator that should help you
anticipate the evolutions of your mood. To quote Darth Vader in
Star Wars, “If you only knew the power of the dark side.” Moving
higher still to Balthazar’s “brain” under the polished glass dome,
we find the precision regulator of the clockwork. The animated
balance constantly oscillates to let you know that while he may
be standing still, Balthazar is always calculating.

www.tomford.com/tom-n.6/FT0489-P.html

www.mbandf.com/en/machines/co-creations/balthazar

CEDES Milano,
Mr Porter
Mr Porter is the award-winning global retail destination for men’s style,
combining the best international menswear with editorial content. The site
sells over 300 leading international brands, with content and new products
added weekly. Now, it has launched CEDES Milano. Based in the historic
Navigli district of Italy’s style capital, CEDES Milano draws on the expertise of
master craftsmen to create elegant lifestyle goods. Handmade from beautiful
natural materials such as mother-of-pearl, horn and bamboo, each design is
entirely unique. MR PORTER will carry an edit of 9 products from the brand
with more to come throughout the season. The perfect one stop shop for all
your personal and gifting needs.

Beoplay A2 Active
Let the music flow wherever you are. Beoplay A2 Active is designed to go
anywhere and is built to be splash and dust resistant. At only 1.1 kg, it’s light
on the go but can easily withstand the ruggedness of everyday life. The
piece comes with a choice of two short straps, which are both included in
the box, so you can choose which one best matches your style. With up
to 24 hours of battery life, Beoplay A2 Active will provide your adventures
with a soundtrack that makes the moments last. Its USB-C smart charging
system will adapt the speed to match the capacity of the USB charger you
are using, and with less than 3 hours to recharge, your speaker will quickly
be ready for the next adventure.
www.beoplay.com/products/beoplaya2active

Bohème,
Boca do Lobo

www.mrporter.com/mens/designers/cedes_milano
Bohème embodies the spirit of true adventurers who choose to live an
unconventional lifestyle and aim to achieve what is accessible only to a
few people. This rare and exceptional jewellery safe distinguishes itself for
the haute craftsmanship and hyper-refinement in its essence, following
a new hyper-luxury trend. With special compartments to guard jewellery
and precious liquids, watch-winders to exhibit watches and humidors for
cigars, Boca do Lobo’s new Private Collection home safe explores rarity and
beauty in a contemporary way and will certainly be the star of your luxury
closet. Bohème is the perfect house safe for the avant-garde traveller who
worships exceptional luxury objects. This unique piece will guard the most
precious secrets of the wildest adventures for years and years to come.
www.bocadolobo.com
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Atmos 568
by Marc Newson,
Jaeger-LeCoultre
Since 2008, Jaeger-LeCoultre and designer Marc Newson
have been teaming up to pool their expertise and spark off
each other’s creative energy, working together on a new and
unique interpretation of the iconic Atmos. At first glance, what
draws the eye in Marc Newson’s Atmos 568 is its timekeeping
mechanism, which appears to float freely in the air, while
actually being held in place by the rear part of the movement.
Its very simple dial is optimised for easy legibility. Although
light passes right through the clear glass face, it is simple to
read thanks to blue transferred Arabic numerals that always
face outwards and are underscored by a minute circle.
www.jaeger-lecoultre.com/us/en/watches/atmos/atmosby-marc-newson/5165107.html

Premium
Machined Wallets,
METAHL
Made in a small workshop in Texas, METAHL Premium
Machined Wallets are classy, simple and very high
quality. Each one has been cut from a solid block with
CNC machining and then hand worked. The surface
has been anodised, sand blasted, and sits beautifully
in the hand. Slim, very light, and easy to use, the
wallet allows you to push the cards out and pinch the
plates to fan everything open. Slip the wallet in a front
pocket, blazer pocket, or a clutch purse and forget
it is there. The machined wallets also provide RFID
protection, to protect against identity theft. The small
company METAHL has gained some popularity over the
last year as people learn about their work.
www.metahlman.com

